Connecticut Yankee Council likes to recognize our high achievers and give incentive to our Scouts to “Go for the Gold”. There are two incentives awarded at the Council level: **BONUS LEVEL—FILL A SHEET**, and **GRAND PRIZE—TOP COUNCIL SELLER**.

**Bonus Level ~ Fill A Sheet**
1. Copies of your Scout’s filled order forms must be scanned and emailed to elsie.hemmings@scouting.org no later than November 15, 2017. No entries accepted after November 15th.
2. There is no limit to the number of filled sheets a Scout can enter ~ the more filled sheets entered, the better their chances of winning.
3. Show and Sell sales **DO NOT** count toward filling a sheet.
4. Online Sales thru November 15th **DO** count toward filling a sheet. (30 Online sales = 1 filled sheet)
5. Drawing for the Fill a Sheet contest will be on November 30, 2017.
6. Winner’s choice prize = Mavic Pro Drone OR (4) Coach Airline Tickets to anywhere in the continental US.

**Grand Prize ~ Top Council Seller**
1. Must sell over $5000 in popcorn to qualify.
2. Take-order sales, online sales and Show and Sell sales thru November 15th all qualify for total.
3. Must be able to document amounts for each sale.
4. Winner’s choice prize = Phantom 3 Drone OR $500 Amazon Gift Card.
5. Winner will be determined on November 30, 2017.
Prizes & Incentives

BONUS LEVEL - FILL A SHEET

For every full sales sheet, each Scout will earn (1) entry ticket into a drawing for (4) coach airline tickets to anywhere in the Continental United States OR a Mavic Pro Drone. For each additional sheet filled, each Scout will earn an additional entry ticket into the drawing. (no limit on entries)

GRAND PRIZE - TOP COUNCIL SELLER

The Scout with the highest dollar amount in sales (over $5000) will win a Phantom 3 Drone OR a $500 Amazon Gift card. **Must sell $5000 to qualify.** This is in addition to your regular prize selection.

LET'S GET POPPIN!